
 

 

 

Snowman Adventures 

 

 

 

Block 2: Make the ground sections first by cutting the grass 6½" x 13" and the garden fabric 6½ 

x 5". Seam them together using a gentle curve. Cut the sky fabric 7½" x 13 " and the snow fabric 

2" x 13". Again using a gentle curve, seam the ground and snow together and then add the sky 

fabric. Square the background piece to 12½" by 12½". 

Trace and prepare all the appliqué pieces. Fuse them to the wrong side of the fabric. I used 

fabric with butterflies and flowers for the quilt block. Cut a small piece of fusible and position it 

on the back of the design, fuse in place and cut out following the design on the fabric. 

Begin by positioning the snowman. Make sure his wheelbarrow is where you want it to be and 

then fuse the top arm, front leg and snowman body. Next add his other leg, boots, hat, nose 

and vest. Position his other arm, fuse and edge stitch. Satin stitch a hatband just above the brim 

of the hat. 

 Place the sun in the upper corner, fuse an edge stitch. 

Position the wheelbarrow with the short handle coming from behind the wheelbarrow basket. 

Slip two of the flower pots behind the basket. Fuse these pieces in place. The long handle and 

support stand fit over the bottom of the basket. Fuse in place and add the wheel, fuse and edge 

stitch.  

Place the third flower pot in the garden, fuse in place and edge stitch the sides and top. I used a 

black satin stitch at the bottom of this flower pot and at the bottom of the shovel to help make 

them look like they were shoved into the soil. Position the shovel and shovel handle, fuse in 

place and edge stitch.  

 

 



Free hand stitch the flower stems and leaves. If you are not comfortable doing the freehand 

work draw the stem and leaves and them stitch over your drawn lines. Go over the line two 

times to make them stand out. Position the flowers on the stems. I used a straight stitch and 

stitched circles around the flowers.  

Put the butterfly in the sky and fuse in place. Use a straight stitch and stitch close to the outside 

edges adding the antennae when you get to his head. 

Additional Wall Hanging Directions:  Center the background block on a 20" x 20" piece of 

batting. Position the appliques, fuse and edge stitch through all layers. 

Using yellow thread quilt straight lines out from the in and out points of the sun. 

Cut a piece of the garden fabric 1¼" x 12½" and stitch to the bottom of the block. Cut another 

bottom border 3½" x 12½" and stitch to the garden fabric strip. 

Cut a piece of sun fabric 3½" x 12½" and stitch to the top of the quilt.  

Sew flower buttons to the flower stems. I added a dragonfly charm in the sky behind the 

snowman's head and a watering can charm to the wheelbarrow. 

The other 3 butterflies are dimensional. Cut the butterflies out of the fabric leaving at least a ¼" 

margin and cutting a shape you can fit onto the fusible without getting the glue on your iron. 

You can use a silicone pressing sheet for this step if you have one. Peal the paper backing off 

the fusible and then fuse the entire shape to another fabric. I used the sun fabric. Now cut out 

the butterfly. Position it, and hand stitch in place using black thread and just stitching around 

the body. Stitch the antennae at the same time. 

Square up the quilt and add the binding and a small rod pocket.  

 


